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ABSTRACT

ARTICLE HISTORY

HIV (Human Immunodeficiency Virus)/AIDs (Acquired immunodeficiency syndrome) prevention and research are imperative.
Prevention-intervention programming is minimal in lowincome communities of color. Additional research is needed
that uncovers points of support and prevention to increase
HIV knowledge and awareness and limit new HIV infections
among adolescents of color. This study presents preliminary
findings from a community-based HIV/AIDS, substance abuse,
and viral hepatitis (VH) prevention education intervention for
ethnic minority youth in a northeastern urban community. We
evaluated HIV/AIDS knowledge and factors associated with
knowledge. Participants (N ¼ 599) completed a baseline survey
followed by an exit survey measuring HIV/AIDS knowledge.
Exit survey findings indicated that there was an increase in
HIV/AIDs knowledge. Multivariate regression analyses showed
that change scores in VH knowledge accuracy, sexual negotiation skills, risk perception, and ethnic identity were positively
associated with change in HIV/AIDs knowledge score. The
development and implementation of HIV/AIDS knowledge
interventions can be crucial in alleviating new infections in
the U.S.
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Introduction

The Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) remains a global public health
concern. Preventing HIV is necessary to reduce future morbidity and mortality across the world and in the United States (Unaids & Statistics, 2019).
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As of 2018, the World Health Organization (WHO) indicated that HIV has
claimed over 37.9 million lives across the world and that in 2018 alone,
three-quarters of a million people (770,000) died from AIDS (Acquired
immunodeficiency syndrome)-related illnesses (Unaids & Statistics, 2019).
At the end of 2018, The WHO indicated that 37.9 million people were living with HIV and that 1.7 million of those infected were children (Unaids
& Statistics, 2019).
Within the United States, approximately 1.1 million people are living
with HIV, and 15% (1 in 7) are unaware of their diagnosis (Linley et al.,
2018). In 2018, there were 37,968 new cases of HIV infections (Centers for
Disease Control & Prevention, 2020). Rates of new infections have declined
over the past several years and recently leveled-off due to efforts being
placed at each step of the HIV care continuum (Skarbinski et al., 2015).
These include increased access to: (1) prevention information that increases
knowledge and awareness, (2) HIV testing locations, (3) medical care, and
(4) antiretroviral therapy [ART], and viral suppression prescriptions (Hall
et al., 2013). Those individuals who have access to HIV prevention information to increase HIV knowledge, have increased awareness of how to
access testing services, and have access to health insurance, are at a lower
risk of being exposed to HIV, transmitting HIV, and, if needed, effectively
managing their HIV viral load (Gardner et al., 2011; Okumu et al., 2017).
HIV knowledge consists of information pertaining to ways in which HIV
is acquired and risk factors associated with increased chances of contracting
the virus (Darteh et al., 2016; Ezegbe at al., 2019). Emerging studies have
associated HIV knowledge with perception of risk, sexual negotiation skills,
peer support (Adefuye et al., 2009; Darteh et al., 2016; Ezegbe et al., 2019;
Lardier et al., 2019), and more recently, ethnic identity (Heads et al., 2017;
Magadi et al., 2020; Opara et al., 2020). For instance, sexual negotiation
skills (i.e., individual’s ability to discuss alternative ways to engage in a sexual behavior safely with their partner [e.g. using condoms]) have been associated with increased perception of risk, lower participation in sexual risk
behavior, and greater HIV knowledge (Adefuye et al., 2009; Lardier et al.,
2019; Shiferaw et al., 2014). Within the scope of these same protective factors, Young and Rice (2011) showed that positive peer networks are associated with HIV knowledge, safe sexual behaviors, and a lower probability of
engaging in risk-taking behaviors. Similarly, Garcia-Reid et al. (2020) specifically identified that because adolescents spend a majority of time with
their peer groups, these groups are often nexus points for transferring and
receiving information about sex and sexual health.
While more work is needed, contemporary studies have theorized and
provided some empirical support on the association between ethnic identity
(i.e., referred to as sense of belonging to one’s ethnic group, positive views
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of their ethnic group, and an understanding of their group’s heritage and
customs; Phinney, 1992), HIV knowledge, sexual health knowledge, and
reductions in risk behavior. As an example, recent investigations support
that higher levels of ethnic identity among racial-ethnic minority youth are
connected with positive cultural values that provide a buffer against exposure to risk factors that may promote sexual risk behaviors (Corneille &
Belgrave, 2007; Heads et al., 2017; Opara et al., 2020). Moreover, ethnic
identity has been theorized to have some influence on HIV knowledge as a
protective factor allowing for the enhancement of HIV and sexual health
knowledge (Opara et al., 2020; Rhodes et al., 2020). In some contexts, ethnic identity has been specifically recognized as a reinforcing factor in the
development of HIV and sexual health knowledge (Heads et al., 2017;
Magadi et al., 2020).
Despite scientific advances identifying various protective factors associated with HIV knowledge, as well as decades of HIV advocacy and education, the Owning HIV: Young Adults and the Fight Ahead campaign and
survey found that youth (12–18 years of age) and young adults (19–25 years
of age) are not being effectively informed about HIV and its transmission
(Merck & Prevention Access Campaign, 2019). Moreover, inadequate
health literacy, including low HIV knowledge, decreases the likelihood of
engaging in preventative health behaviors (Okumu et al., 2017; Swenson
et al., 2010). Inadequate health literacy and ineffective HIV knowledge prevention information among youth and young adults is disturbing, particularly when placed alongside statistics indicating that these age groups
designate the majority of newly diagnosed cases of HIV (Centers for
Disease Control & Prevention, 2020). The implementation and identification of effective comprehensive HIV knowledge-building programs are critical to limiting and preventing the transmission of HIV infections among
individuals most at-risk (Adelekan, 2017; Okumu et al., 2017), including
racial-ethnic minority youth in the United States (Lardier et al., 2019;
Opara et al., 2019; Wilson et al., 2015).
HIV/AIDS and racial-ethnic minority youth

There are significant disparities in HIV infections and related deaths due to
AIDS in the United States. Further, while there have been recent advancements in HIV prevention and treatment, racial-ethnic minority youth
remain at heightened risk of contracting HIV due to poor access to
adequate sexual health education, and lack of quality health care, as well as
prevention–intervention service in their communities (Reid et al., 2016;
Wilson et al., 2015). For instance, Hispanic/Latina(o) and African
American/Black youth represent 18% and 12% of the United States youth
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population, respectively; yet, Hispanic/Latina(o) youth account for 24% and
African American/Black youth account for 45% of all new HIV diagnoses
in the United States (Centers for Disease Control & Prevention, 2016a,
2016b). Given such data, it is imperative for innovative methods to increase
HIV awareness and knowledge, as well as testing among such high-risk
groups in the U.S. The existing research supports that racial-ethnic minority youth (Respress et al., 2018), along with gay, bisexual, and other men
who have sex with men (Arscott et al., 2019; Yeagley et al., 2014) are most
vulnerable for new infections. However, prevention-intervention programming is minimal in low-income communities of color (Reid et al., 2016).
Additional research is needed that uncovers points of support and prevention to increase HIV knowledge and awareness and limit new HIV infections (Lardier et al., 2019).
Study intervention

As part of a larger university-community partnership, Project C.O.P.E.
(Communities Organizing for Prevention and Empowerment) provides
comprehensive CDC and CSAP (Center for Substance Abuse Prevention)
evidence-based prevention protocols to ethnic-minority youth in an economically deprived, urban community (Reid & Garcia-Reid, 2013; Reid
et al., 2014). One of the primary goals of Project C.O.P.E. is to increase
HIV/AIDS knowledge, as well as knowledge associated with Viral Hepatitis
(VH), substance use and abuse, and other risky behaviors among adolescents of color. The educational intervention consisted of a 60–90 min, seven
participant-centered, face-to-face educational sessions that took place in
health education classrooms and after-school programs in the target community. The intervention sessions included interactive discussions of HIV
modes of transmission, substance use and its relationship with HIV, HIV
treatment options and preventative strategies, the epidemiology of VH
strains (HCA, HBV, HCV, HDV, & HEV), followed by a question/answer
in each session. The community-based intervention consisted of providing
education to diverse, ethnic minority youth about HIV/AIDS, licit and
illicit substance use and VH transmission risk reduction, with a focus on
drug injecting practices, sexual risk behavior, and access to HIV and HCV
testing and treatment. Data were collected between September 2017 and
December 2019.
The National HIV/AIDS Strategy for the United States (NHAS) provided
recommendations in July 2015, which included: (a) reducing new infections, (b) improving access to care and health outcomes, and (c) reducing
HIV-related disparities (Office of National AIDS Policy, 2015). Drawing on
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this call-to-action, it is critical to promote universal access to HIV/AIDS
prevention information and education to prevent new diagnoses and the
transmission of HIV. This exploratory study hopes to both refine our prevention-intervention protocols and provide preliminary evidence of (1) a
successful HIV education intervention targeting ethnic-racial minority
youth; and (2) highlight protective factors associated with HIV knowledge.
Building upon the existing literature on HIV prevention education among
racial-ethnic minority youth, recommendations for practitioners and
researchers, alike, are put forward that highlight ways in which to disseminate HIV/AIDS education to youth in a community setting.
Methods
Recruitment and sample

Data were collected as part of a federally funded Minority AIDS Initiative
(MAI) prevention grant targeting racial-ethnic minority adolescents in an
urban community in the northeastern United States. Students were
recruited from health education classes in the local high school in grades 9
to 12, as well as summer camp programs throughout the target community.
School and camp administration approval was obtained before recruiting
students. Students participated in the baseline and exit questionnaire provided by CSAP. This questionnaire had 100 self-administered questions in
English, which assessed several risk and protective factors associated with
HIV/AIDS and substance abuse. Baseline and exit surveys were delivered in
paper format. Participants were provided pencils and pens and instructions
were given to participants verbally by the facilitator. Participants were
encouraged to ask the facilitator any clarifying questions during the survey.
For the current exploratory study, student baseline and exit responses were
examined to develop a comprehensive understanding of HIV/AIDS knowledge. All study protocols were approved by University’s Institutional
Review Board (IRB). Students who returned signed parental informed consent and student assent forms participated in the survey.
Youth (N ¼ 677) were interviewed at baseline and exposed to the evidence-based curricula. Of these youth, 599 youth responded to both baseline and exit surveys. The sample of youth participants were: (1) nearly
evenly split between male (50.4%) and female (47.4%); (2) predominantly
Hispanic/Latina(o) (76%) and African American/Black (37%); and (3) an
average age of 16.99 years (SD ¼ 1.47; Range ¼ 11 to 22 years).
Participants are eligible to remain in high school in this United States
urban school district until 23 years of age. By age 23, those attending high
school have to either complete a high school diploma or a graduate equilivancy degree (GED). Nearly, 94% of participants were in high school and
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6.3% were in middle school. Approximately 81.5% of youth participants
identified as non-LGBQ (lesbian, gay bisexual, queer); however, roughly
18% identified as either bisexual (8.0%), gay or lesbian (3.0%), or queer
(5.3%). This LGBQ disclosure rate is larger than most national averages
that indicate LGBQ youth designate 10% of the United States population
(Bostwick et al., 2014).
Measures

This study used The National Minority SA/HIV Prevention Initiative Youth
Questionnaire or the National Outcome Measures (NOMs) provided by
CSAP to capture information pertaining to HIV/AIDS, VH, and substance
abuse knowledge and behaviors. The survey also included questions that
explored risk and protective mechanisms—e.g., positive peer behaviors, ethnic identity, and risk perception. HIV/AIDS knowledge was designated as
the criterion variable for this study. Associated protective factors of interest
included: (a) VH knowledge accuracy, (b) sexual negotiation skills, (c) risk
perception, (d) positive peer networks, and (e) racial-ethnic group identity.
Several demographic variables were also included in the analysis: age in
years, gender, racial-ethnic group identity, sexual orientation identification,
and educational level. Table 1 displays the demographics for the full sample
and percentage distribution of HIV knowledge accuracy.
Prior studies have been published using these NOMs (e.g., Lardier et al.,
2019; Opara et al., 2019; Shepherd et al., 2012; Sunil et al., 2017). However,
Lardier et al. (2019) was the only study to examine the factor structure of
the sexual negotiation skills, perception of risk, and HIV knowledge measures used in this study, before conducting latent class analysis (LCA). Due
to limitations in studies examining the factorability of each of the variables
examined in this study, confirmatory factor analyses (CFA) were undertaken to establish support for the factor structure of each of the six variables included in this study. Several fit statistics were examined to assess
appropriate model-to-data fit: v2 value is non-significant, Comparative Fit
Index (CFI) is .95 (adequate if .90), the Root Mean Square Error of
Approximation (RMSEA) is .06 (adequate if .08) (West et al., 2012).
For AIC, the solution closest to the saturated AIC value is considered as
providing a better fit to the data (West et al., 2012).
Covariates

Several covariates were used in this study. These included age, gender,
racial-ethnic identity, sexual orientation identification, and educational
level. Age in years was entered as a grouping variable, with the largest

Note. v2 ¼ chi square. df ¼ degrees of freedom.

Age-group (RC: 11–18 ¼ 0)
11–18
19–22
Gender (RC: Male ¼ 0)
Male
Female
Racial-Ethnic group (RC: Hispanic/Latinx ¼ 0)
African American/Black
Hispanic/Latinx
Sexual Orientation (RC: Non-queer ¼ 0)
Non-queer
Queer (LGBQ)
Education-level Currently Enrolled
Middle School
High School

Demographic characteristics
8.1%
13.0%
11.5%
6.5%
8.8%
9.6%
9.7%
5.2%
10.8%
18.4%

50.4%
47.4%
37%
76%
82%
18%
6.3%
93.7%

50%

89%
11%

Total post
test (N ¼ 599)

89.2%
87.7%

86.2%
91.3%

87.3%
85.8%

86.0%
87.6%

87.8%
81.7%

>50% and <100%

Accuracy of HIV knowledge post-test

Table 1. Percentage distribution of accuracy of HIV knowledge (in percentages) by respondents’ characteristics.

0.00%
4.0%

4.2%
3.5%

4.3%
4.6%

2.6%
5.9%

4.1%
5.2%

100%

19.44

2.33

2.78

1.56

5.08

v2

5

5

5

5

5

df

p

.49

.55

.77

.90

.41
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proportion of youth between 11 and 18 years of age (79.8%), with a mean
age of 16.99 years (SD ¼ 1.47). Gender was near evenly split, with males
designated as the reference category (0). Racial-ethnic group identity was
assessed by asking respondents their identification. Hispanic/Latinx racialethnic identification was designated as the reference category (0). Sexual
orientation identification was assessed by asking respondents to self-disclose
their sexual-orientation identification. Responses of Lesbian, Gay, and
Bisexual were collapsed into a single LGB or queer identity (1), and those
non-queer youth identified as “non-queer” (0). Trans identifying students
were not identified in the current sample. Last, educational level was
assessed by asking participants if they were in: Elementary School (0),
Middle School (1), High School (2), or had Completed High School (3).
The majority of students were between Middle School (76.3%) and High
School (15.6%).
Criterion variable

HIV/AIDs Knowledge was assessed using eight-items that measured participants’ HIV knowledge (sample item: Only people who look sick can spread
the HIV/AIDS virus.). Responses were recorded using true (1) or false (0).
A CFA was undertaken to establish support for the factor structure of the
HIV knowledge measure. Results indicated that this eight-item measure
had adequate model-to-data fit: v2 (16) ¼ 22.66, p ¼ .12; CFI ¼ .99;
RMSEA ¼ .02 (95% CI ¼ .01, .04) AIC, 80.66 (Saturated ¼ 90.00); CMIN/
DF¼ 1.41, supporting that these questions loaded onto a single HIV knowledge variable. Responses were totaled to reflect greater HIV knowledge at
baseline Cronbach’s a ¼ .90) and at exit (Cronbach’s a ¼ .91).
Associated protective factor variables

VH Knowledge was assessed using seven-items that measured participants’
VH knowledge (sample items: There are drugs available to treat VH that
can lengthen a person’s life; You can be vaccinated for VH A & B, not
VH-C). Responses were recorded using true (1) or false (0). CFA results
indicated that this seven-item measure had adequate model-to-data fit: v2
(12) ¼15.99, p ¼ .19; CFI ¼ .99; RMSEA ¼ .02 (95% CI ¼ .01, .04) AIC,
81.99 (Saturated ¼ 90.00); CMIN/DF¼ 1.33, supporting that these questions loaded onto a single VH knowledge variable. Responses were totaled
to reflect greater VH knowledge at baseline (Cronbach’s a ¼ .88) and at
exit (Cronbach’s a ¼ .86).
Sexual negotiation skills were assessed using six items that examined participants’ perceived ability to engage in sexual negotiation (sample item: I
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could say no if someone pressured me to have sex when I did not want
to.). Responses were recorded using a four-point Likert scale ranging from
strongly agree (4) to strongly disagree (1). CFA results indicated that this
six-item measure had adequate model-to-data fit: v2 (1) ¼1.75, p ¼ .68;
CFI ¼ .99; RMSEA ¼ .02 (95% CI ¼ .01, .04) AIC, 38.75 (Saturated ¼
42.00); CMIN/DF¼ 1.39, supporting that these questions loaded onto a single sexual negotiation skills variable. Responses were totaled to reflect a
greater ability to engage in sexual negotiation at baseline (Cronbach’s a ¼
.95) and at exit (Cronbach’s a ¼ .95).
Perception of risk was assessed using five items that measured participants’
perception of sexual risk (sample item: How much do you think people risk
harming themselves physically if they have sex without a condom or dental
dam?) and substance use risk (sample item: How much do people risk harming themselves physically or in other ways when they smoke marijuana once
or twice a week?). Item responses were recorded using a four-point Likert
scale ranging from no risk (1) to greater risk (4). A CFA was undertaken to
establish support for the factor structure of the perception of risk measure.
Results indicated that this five-item measure had adequate model-to-data
fit: v2 (2) ¼1.99, p ¼ .36; CFI ¼ .99; RMSEA ¼ .01 (95% CI ¼ .001, .06) AIC,
37.99 (Saturated ¼ 40.00); CMIN/DF ¼ 1.09, supporting that these questions
loaded onto a single perception of risk variable. Items were summed to reflect
greater perceived risk at baseline (Cronbach’s a ¼ .92) and at exit (Cronbach’s
a ¼ .91).
Positive peer networks were assessed using seven items that measured participants’ perceived degree that they engaged with friends who did not engage
in health-compromising behaviors (sample items: How many of your friends
do the following: smoke cigarettes? drink alcohol? and have been arrested?).
Item responses were recorded using a five-point Likert Scale from none (1) to
all of my friends (5). CFA results indicated that this seven-item measure had
adequate model-to-data fit: v2 (5) ¼ 1.36, p ¼ .36; CFI ¼ .99; RMSEA ¼ .01
(95% CI ¼ .001, .03) AIC, 26.23 (Saturated ¼ 30.00); CMIN/DF ¼ 1.11,
supporting that these questions loaded onto a single positive peer networks
variable. Items were summed to reflect greater peer support at baseline
(Cronbach’s a ¼ .75) and at exit (Cronbach’s a ¼ .77).
Ethnic Identity was assessed using five-items that measured participants
perceived ethnic-racial group attachment (sample item: I have often talked
to other people about my ethnic background.). Item responses were
recorded using a four-point Likert scale ranging from strongly disagree (1)
to strongly agree (4). Results indicated that this five-item measure had
adequate model-to-data fit: v2 (3) ¼ 5.14, p ¼ .14; CFI ¼ .99; RMSEA ¼ .03
(95% CI ¼ .01, .06) AIC, 29.41 (Saturated ¼ 30.00); CMIN/DF ¼ 1.80, supporting that these questions loaded onto a single ethnic identity variable.
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Items were summed to reflect greater ethnic-racial group identity at baseline (Cronbach’s a ¼ .96) and exit (Cronbach’s a ¼ .97).
Statistical analyses

Following multiple imputation (MI), using a chained MI approach (White,
Royston, & Wood, 2011), age in years, gender, racial-ethnic group identity,
sexual orientation identification, and educational level were examined for differences between groups on main analytic variables. No significant differences were present between racial-ethnic group identity and main analytic
variables. There were noted differences between sexual negotiation skills
and age in years (t [704] ¼ 1.94, p ¼ .04), educational level (F [4, 704] ¼ 8.35,
p ¼ .000), gender (t [704] ¼ 2.83, p ¼ .004), and sexual orientation identification (F [4, 704] ¼ 5.04, p ¼ .000). Further, differences were also present
between risk perception and educational level (F [4, 704] ¼ 3.53, p ¼ .008)
and gender (t [704] ¼ 2.13, p ¼ .03). Based on these analyses, demographic
variables were included as controls in subsequent analyses.
Next, cross-tabulations were conducted to show the distribution of the
sample across demographic variables, with associated accuracy of HIV
knowledge. Variation was assessed between baseline and exit-surveys on
the percent correct on HIV knowledge questions (see Figure 1). Group differences were also assessed between baseline and exit-surveys on associated
protective variables: VH knowledge, sexual negotiation skills, risk perception, and ethnic group identity. Last, multivariate regression analyses were
conducted to identify the relationship between HIV knowledge and associated protective factors. Effects of intervention on changes in scale scores
(exit scores minus baseline scores) for HIV knowledge and associated protective factors were calculated and included in the final model (Adelekan,
2017). All models included baseline level variables such as HIV knowledge
as covariates. Additional socio-demographic covariates were included.
Analyses were conducted using STATA v.15.
Results
Baseline knowledge

Table 2 displays baseline and exit responses to each individual HIV/AIDS
knowledge question. At baseline, 68.7% of respondents’ indicated by correctly choosing false that Only people who look sick can spread HIV/AIDS;
72.2% indicated that Only people who have sex with gay (homosexual) people get HIV/AIDS; and 53.8% responded correctly that Birth control pills
protect women from getting HIV/AIDS. Further, 40.8% respondents’ indicated by correctly choosing true that There are drugs available to treat
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Figure 1. Percentage distribution of accuracy of HIV Knowledge (in percentages) among youth.

HIV/AIDS that can lengthen a person’s life; and 39.1% responded accurately
that There is no cure for AIDS. Only 20.3% of youth participants responded
accurately that Young people under age 18 need their parents’ permission to
get a HIV/AIDS test. Similarly, 38.8% responded accurately with true that
Sharing intravenous needles increases a person’s risk of becoming infected
with HIV/AIDS. Youth were somewhat aware and responded accurately
with true that You can become infected with HIV/AIDS.by having unprotected oral sex (60.1%).
Changes in knowledge post-intervention

Differences were identified between baseline and exit on knowledge of HIV
for all questions (see Table 2). For example, 68.7% of of participants at baseline responded accurately with false to: Only people who look sick can spread
HIV/AIDS; however, at exit, 80.1% responded correctly (v2 [1] ¼ 16.51, p <
.001). Similarly, 72.2% of students responded accurately with false at baseline
that: Only people who have sex with gay (homosexual) people get HIV/AIDS,
compared to 88.1% at exit (v2 [1] ¼ 8.39, p < .01). A statistically significant
21.2% change in response accuracy was identified on the question: Birth control pills protect women from getting HIV/AIDS (v2 [1] ¼ 42.83, p < .001); a
34.9% change in response accuracy on the question: There are drugs available
to treat HIV/AIDS that can lengthen a person’s life (v2 [1] ¼ 30.46, p < .001);
a 30.9% change in response accuracy on the question: There is no cure for
AIDS (v2 [1] ¼ 54.24, p < .001); a 39.7% change in response accuracy on the
question: Young people under age 18 need their parents’ permission to get a
HIV/AIDS test (v2 [1] ¼ 162.53, p < .001); a 21.2% change in response

597
599
598
598
599
598
598
598

False
False
True
True
False
True
True

n

False

Correct Answer

60.1

38.8

39.1
20.3

40.8

53.8

72.2

68.7

%

598

598

599
598

598

598

599

597

n

80.0

60.0

70.0
60.0

75.7

75.0

88.1

80.1

%

Respondents (N ¼ 599)

Respondents (N ¼ 599)

Note. v2 ¼ chi square. df ¼ degrees of freedom Bold p-values are significant.

1. Only people who look sick can
spread HIV/AIDS.
2. Only people who have sex with
gay (homosexual) people get
HIV/AIDS.
3. Birth control pills protect women
from getting HIV/AIDS.
4. There are drugs available to treat
HIV/AIDS that can lengthen a
person’s life.
5. There is no cure for AIDS.
6. Young people under age 18 need
their parents’ permission to get a
HIV/AIDS test.
7. Sharing intravenous needles
increases a person’s risk of
becoming infected with HIV/AIDS.
8. You can become infected with
HIV/AIDS by having unprotected
oral sex.

HIV knowledge

Exit

Baseline

33.33

10.46

54.24
162.53

30.46

42.83

8.39

16.51

McNemar v2 (df ¼ 1)

< .001

< .01

< .001
< .001

< .001

< .001

< .01

< .001

McNemar v2 p Value

Table 2. Ranking of correct HIV knowledge questions and differences between baseline and exit education intervention among youth respondents.
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Table 3. Mean-level differences between baseline and exit education intervention on risk and
protective factors associated with HIV knowledge.

VH knowledge accuracy
Sexual negotiation skills
Risk perception
Positive peer networks
Ethnic identity

Baseline

Exit

Respondents
(N ¼ 599)

Respondents
(N ¼ 599)

M
66.01
20.73
17.13
1.87
13.05

SD
21.35
3.17
2.78
.78
2.95

M
82.00
21.98
20.65
1.80
13.76

SD
14.79
3.30
3.14
.80
3.10

t-test
5.13
1.79
2.01
.19
1.06

df
1198
1194
1193
1197
1198

p-value
<.001
<.05
<.05
.84
.50

Cohen’s
d [95% CI]
.51 [.88, .22]
.10 [.22, .001]
.13 [.26, .003]
.01 [.17, .05]
.05 [.20, .14]

Note. df ¼ degrees of freedom. CI ¼ confidence interval.
Bold p-values are significant.

accuracy on the question: Sharing intravenous needles increases a person’s risk
of becoming infected with HIV/AIDS (v2 [1] ¼ 10.46, p < .001); and 19.9%
change in response accuracy on the question: You can become infected with
HIV/AIDS by having unprotected oral sex (v2 [1] ¼ 33.33, p < .001).
There was a 43.54% change overall (t [1505] ¼ 10.73, p < .001, 95%
CI [23.67, 16.35]) between baseline HIV knowledge response accuracy
(M ¼ 45.98, SD ¼ 27.66) and exit HIV knowledge response accuracy
(M ¼ 66.00, SD ¼ 32.14) (See Figure 1), with a larger-sized effect size d ¼
.66. With those who had greater than 50% accuracy (see Table 1), most
were between 11 and 18 years of age (91.9%), female (93.5%), near evenly
split between Hispanic/Latina(o) (90.4%) and African American/Black
(91.6%) participants, non-queer (94.8%), and between middle school
(91.7%) and high school (89.9%). No significant differences identified
between socio-demographic groups and accuracy of HIV knowledge.
Protective factors associated with HIV knowledge

Additional protective factor variables relevant to adolescent HIV knowledge
and sexual health were explored. Table 3 displays baseline and exit mean differences in VH knowledge, sexual negotiation skills, risk perception, participation in positive peer networks, and ethnic identity. There was a noted
24.22% change overall in VH knowledge accuracy (t [1198] ¼ 5.13, p <
.001) between baseline (M ¼ 66.01, SD ¼ 21.35) and exit responses
(M ¼ 82.00, SD ¼ 14.79) with a larger-sized effect size d ¼ .51. In addition,
there was a 6.44% change overall in sexual negotiation skills (t [1194] ¼
1.79, p < .05) between baseline (M ¼ 20.73, SD ¼ 3.17) and exit responses
(M ¼ 21.98, SD ¼ 3.30) with a smaller effect size d ¼ .10. Last, there was a
20.54% change overall in risk perception (t [1193] ¼ 2.01, p < .05) between
baseline (M ¼ 17.13, SD ¼ 2.78) and exit responses (M ¼ 20.65, SD ¼ 3.14)
with a smaller effect size d ¼ .13. No other between group differences
were identified.
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Table 4. Multiple regression analysis predicting change in baseline and exit HIV knowledge
scores by respondents’ VH knowledge, sexual negotiation skills, risk perception, and ethnic
group identity baseline and exit change scores (N ¼ 599)a.
VH knowledge accuracyb
Sexual negotiation skillsb
Risk perceptionb
Positive peer networksb
Ethnic identityb
Age (in years)c
Sexual orientation identificationc
F (11)
R2
p value

B (SE)
.88 (.08)
.18 (.01)
.09 (.01)
.13 (.01)
.14 (.01)
.10 (.22)
.02 (.01)
57.56
.49
<.001

b
.67
.15
.10
.19
.15
.13
.05

95% CI
.45, 1.11
.08, .30
.02, .39
.09, .29
.09, .25
.02, .19
.01, .14

p
<.001
<.001
.05
.006
.04
.05
.05

Note. CI: confidence interval.
Adjusted for pretest level HIV knowledge and associated protective factors.
b
Change scores (exit minus baseline score).
c
Baseline socio-demographics.
Bold p-values are significant.
a

Exploratory multivariate regression analyses

Multivariate regression analyses were conducted to examine the association
between change scores in VH knowledge accuracy, sexual negotiation skills, risk
perceptions, participation in positive peer networks and ethnic identity on HIV/
AIDS knowledge accuracy change scores (exit scores minus baseline scores)
(Table 4). Baseline responses on HIV knowledge and associated protective factors were included in analyses as statistical controls. Baseline socio-demographic
covariates were also included as statistical controls and retained based on significant contribution in final regression model (Aneshensel, 2012). Change scores
in VH knowledge accuracy (B ¼ .88, 95% CI ¼ .45, 1.11, p < .001), sexual negotiation skills (B ¼ .18, 95% CI ¼ .08, .30, p < .001), risk perception (B ¼ .09,
95% CI ¼ .02, .39, p < .05), participation in positive peer networks (B ¼ .13,
95% CI ¼ .09, .29, p ¼ .006), and ethnic identity (B ¼ .14, 95% CI ¼ .09, .25, p
¼ .04) were positively associated with change scores in HIV knowledge accuracy. Baseline socio-demographic controls including age (in years) (B ¼ .10, 95%
CI ¼ .02, .19, p ¼ .05) and sexual orientation identification (B ¼ .02, 95% CI ¼
.01, .14, p ¼ .05) were retained as having a statistically significant association
with change scores in HIV knowledge accuracy in final regression model.
Discussion

The aim of the current article was to identify factors associated with
accurate HIV/AIDS knowledge among ethnic-racial minority youth who
participated in Project C.O.P.E., a CSAP, community-based preventionintervention program. Baseline and exit differences indicated a significant
change in particiapnts’ HIV knowledge accuracy. Findings from this study,
specifically, revealed that there were differences between baseline and exit
survey outcomes on questions related to HIV/AIDS knowledge.
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Furthermore, there was a percent change in HIV knowledge overall
between baseline and exit survey responses. Shifts in HIV knowledge were
present on all questions, but specific questions had slightly larger baseline
to exit score differences including: (1) There are drugs available to treat
HIV/AIDS that can lengthen a person’s life; (2) Young people under age 18
need their parents’ permission to get a HIV/AIDS test; and (3) Sharing intravenous needles increases a person’s risk of becoming infected with HIV/AIDS.
These specific questions may represent salient prevention messaging for
youth in the target community. Awareness of drugs available to treat HIV/
AIDS, access to HIV/AIDS testing under the age of 18 years, and awareness
that sharing intravenous needles increases the risk of contracting HIV/
AIDS have all been associated with HIV testing frequency and a lower likelihood of contracting other STIs (Reid et al., 2016; Sabato et al., 2013).
Therefore, such shifts in knowledge may represent important protective
mechanisms for youth at-risk for contracting HIV/AIDS.
Findings are also encouraging in relation to key protective variables associated with HIV knowledge. For example, significant baseline and exit differences were present with VH knowledge accuracy, sexual negotiation
skills, and risk perception. These findings provide additional support on
the significant change in participant responses between baseline and exit on
key variables relevant to sexual health and wellness. Moreover, regression
results further highlight that these same key protective variables were all
associated with HIV knowledge. For example, greater VH knowledge accuracy was related to greater HIV knowledge. This is a particularly important
finding given the limited research examining VH knowledge accuracy
among youth of color in the United States. Prior studies support that individuals with greater VH knowledge accuracy displayed both greater HIV
knowledge (Opara et al., 2019) and less stigma on HIV and VH (Crockett
et al., 2019; Kerr et al., 2014; Menacho et al., 2015). In addition, both sexual negotiation skills and risk perception were associated with greater HIV/
AIDS knowledge. Recently Lardier et al. (2019) identified similarly that
both sexual negotiation skills and risk perception were associated with
HIV knowledge.
Last, both positive peer networks and ethnic identity were also connected with HIV knowledge. These outcomes are particularly interesting
as it points toward both the importance of positive peer support networks, as well as greater connection to one’s ethnic-racial group in facilitating HIV/AIDS knowledge. For instance, previous studies have found
that participating in positive peer networks has been associated with
greater HIV testing and less participation in sexual-risk behaviors (Reid
et al., 2016). This is likely due to peer groups or cliques providing an
important location for socialization that pose great reward (Choukas-
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Bradley et al., 2015) and allow for the transference of positive-health
seeking behaviors (Simons-Morton & Farhat, 2010), as well as help
solidify knowledge associated with positive health-seeking behaviors
(Boothroyd & Fisher, 2010). Furthermore, prior research has also associated ethnic identity with adolescent condom use (Shehadeh et al., 2012)
and adherence to medical appointments for HIV-positive Gay/Bisexual
male adolescents (Harper et al., 2013). Therefore, connection to one’s
ethnic group may be a critically important protective mechanism against
negative health-seeking behaviors and help in the process of increasing
HIV knowledge.
Limitations

This study has few limitations. The study uses a convenience sample of
ethnic minority youth in community-based organizations and schools.
Secondly, we measure the educational intervention immediately following
the last session of the intervention, so we could not conclude whether
the improvement in knowledge was durable or sustainable; although
studies of brief educational interventions have shown to upheld knowledge from one to 18 months later (Knowles et al., 2012). In the absence
of a control group, it should be noted that changes in HIV knowledge
observed could be due to naturalistic shifts rather than program-related
intervention effects. Future studies are encouraged to include a control
group. Despite limitations, this study contributes significantly to the limited literature on HIV/AIDS and VH knowledge and education among
urban ethnic minority youth in the U.S. and highlights the role of culturally relevant variables such as ethnic identity as a protective factor
to knowledge.
Implications

The study findings have several implications for research and practice on
increasing HIV/AIDS among ethnic minority youth. First, given the similar
modes of transmissions for HIV and VH, and the recent rise of VH incidence across the nation, innovative methods are needed to not only reduce
the incidence of HIV/AIDS but to reduce VH exposure through educating
the most vulnerable and at-risk populations. Community-based prevention
interventions that not only have a vested interest in the communities they
serve but seek to adapt educational sessions to its target population are crucial in reducing the HIV/AIDS and VH dual epidemics (Opara
et al., 2019).
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Study findings revealed the association of sexual negotiation skills and
HIV/AIDS knowledge among youth in the sample. Empowering youth to
be assertive in negotiating sexually healthy practices can be a key indicator
in retaining information related to HIV/AIDS knowledge. Prevention programming should focus specifically on increasing strategies that youth can
adapt in addition to educating youth on the etiology of HIV/AIDS. In addition, forming peer support groups can be essential in prevention programming as findings revealed positive peer networks to be associated with
increased HIV knowledge and risk-reduction skills.
A practice implication of the current study is the consideration of racial/
ethnic identity and socialization variables when examining HIV/AIDS preventative services. Designing services and educational programs that value
the strengths (e.g., ethnic identity) of historically-marganlized ethnicities
(e.g., Black/African American, Hispanic) can be vital in prevention programming for ethnic minority youth. While not a component of this
study’s intervention, incorporating discussions of cultural attitudes, beliefs,
and practices into educational programs, can enhance the ethnic identity of
youth and improve positive health outcomes. Programs funded through the
MAI grant mechanisms can work toward empowering youth to engage in
and design youth-driven prevention-intervention programs that are both
culturally and age-appropriate (Lardier et al., 2019; Opara et al., 2019).
Conclusion

The present study expands upon the knowledge about ethnic minority HIV
knowledge in a significant way. This knowledge can be useful in expanding
the models specifically for ethnic minority youth that increase HIV knowledge and informing interventions designed to prevent HIV risk behavior.
However, additional research should be pursued that examines how culturally relevant practices, such as ethnic identity, can be integrated at various
stages of the prevention research to reduce engagement in risky behaviors,
and motivate youth to retain information about healthy practices, which
can improve health outcomes for this population.
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